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Citi named Best Foreign Investment Bank and Best M&A House in Hong Kong by     

Asset Magazine 
 
Hong Kong – In the annual Triple A Country Awards for 2014 announced in late November, the 

Asset Magazine named Citi the Best Foreign Investment Bank and Best M&A House in Hong 
Kong. 
 
Citi Hong Kong executed a diverse spectrum of deals with a transaction volume of over US$14 
billion during the track record period, spanning across multiple industry and product categories.  
Citi has engaged in numerous landmark deals including serving as the sole advisor for Cheung 
Kong consortium on the acquisition of Envestra, sole financial advisor for PCCW on HKT’s 
acquisition of CSL and advising Wing Hang Bank on OCBC’s acquisition of Wing Hang Bank; 
supporting the spin-off listings of Kerry Logistics Network, Xinyi Solar, Global Brands Group & 
HK Electric Investments; and coordinating AIA’s inaugural US$1billion fixed income transaction 
as the Sole Global Coordinator. 
 

“This is excellent recognition for our investment banking team in the Hong Kong franchise 

which demonstrated Citi’s top ranked distribution platform and business diversity.  It is a great 
testament to our relentless focus on delivering better-by-far client excellence day-in day-out, 
and I would like to thank Asset for these important awards.” said Weber Lo, Citi Country Officer 
& CEO for Hong Kong and Macau. 
 
This is the second consecutive year that Citi has picked up the Best Foreign Investment Bank 
title in Hong Kong.  Rounding off 2014, Citi is firmly positioned across the M&A, Equity and Debt 
boards as a foreign bank for Hong Kong transactions. 
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About Citi 
Citi, the leading global bank, has approximately 200 million customer accounts and does business in more 
than 160 countries and jurisdictions. Citi provides consumers, corporations, governments and institutions with 
a broad range of financial products and services, including consumer banking and credit, corporate and 
investment banking, securities brokerage, transaction services, and wealth management.  
  
Additional information may be found at www.citigroup.com | Twitter: @Citi | YouTube: www.youtube.com/citi | 
Blog: http://blog.citigroup.com | Facebook: www.facebook.com/citi | LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/citi  
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